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human mind are presented, the way of symbol-formation
goes. Reduction effects the destruction of unsuitable and
inappropriate symbols and thereby a regression to the purely
natural course, which causes a relative damming up of the
libido. Most of the alleged ' sublimations' are compulsory
products of this condition* They represent activities by
which the unbearable surplus of libido is to some extent
disposed of. But the really primitive demands are not
covered by this procedure. If the psychology of this dammed
up condition is studied.carefully and without preconceived
opinions, it is easy to discover in it the germs of a primitive
religion, and one of a very individual kind which is altogether
different from the regnant dogmatic religion of the community.
Since the building up of a religion or the forming of symbols
is just as important an interest of the primitive mind as the
satisfaction of instinct, the way to further development is
logically given. The way that leads out of the primitive
condition is the making of a religion of an individual character.
In this way the individuality drops the veil of the collective
personality, which would be quite impossible in the state
of ' reduction', since the instinctive nature is, in its way,
thoroughly collective. The development of the individuality
is also impossible, or at any rate seriously hindered, if forced
sublimations in the direction of cultural or social activities
result from the state of' reduction ', inasmuch as these in their
way are equally collective. But since human beings are
for the greater part collective beings, these forced sublima-
tions are therapeutic results which are not to be depreciated,
because they make it possible for many people to bring a
certain amount of useful activity into their lives. We must
also include in this category of cultural ' activities' the,
practice of a religion within the existing framework of a
collective religion. The astonishing breadth of the Catholic
symbolism offers an acceptance to the feeling which for many
natures is absolutely satisfying. The immediate relation
to God that characterizes Protestantism satisfies the mystical

